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Credit(s) earned on completion of this course will be reported to 
AIA CES for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for both AIA 
members and non-AIA members are available upon request.

This course is registered with AIA CES for continuing professional 
education. As such, it does not include content that may be 
deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA 
of any material of construction or any method or manner of 
handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product.
___________________________________________
Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be addressed at the 
conclusion of this presentation.



With increasing requirements for the building enclosure in energy codes, many 
building projects are moving towards using exterior insulated building assemblies. 
Exterior insulated systems allow for increased thermal performance but much of that 
depends on the design of the exterior cladding attachment system. There are a wide 
variety of secondary structural attachment systems in the North American market 
competing to provide better thermal performance, which can be overwhelming for 
designers to compare for use on their projects. While direct comparisons of 
components ("clip to clip") may show two systems to be equivalent, it is not until 
additional project requirements are brought into the comparison that significant 
differences in performance can arise. These additional requirements include structural 
considerations, like wind and dead loads, which dictate the spacing of components, 
combustibility restrictions on components and installation flexibility. The perceived 
advantages in performance from one system over another may not actually turn into 
tangible benefits in reality once these other design requirements on the project are 
also satisfied. The intent of the presentation will be to provide the necessary 
background information, calculations, methodologies and available resources to guide 
designers in making informed decisions for selecting the right cladding attachment 
systems for their projects. 

Course
Description



Learning
Objectives

1. Understand the market factors driving envelope designs 
towards greater thermal performance

2. Identify differences in the design approach for typical 
cladding attachment systems

3. Understand the impacts of structural requirements of the 
cladding on the thermal performance of the system 

4. Recognize how to appropriately compare system designs 
while considering all other major design factors

At the end of the this course, participants will be able to:
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CLADDING DESIGN OVERVIEW

 COST
 ARCHITECTURAL
 STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
 FIRE PROTECTION
 MOISTURE AND DURABILITY
 CONSTRUCTABILITY
 THERMAL PERFORMANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- As with most projects, budgets are always a key element and factors into everything in the design. Larger and more unique projects may provide additional flexibility, but its still the main driver. 



CLADDING DESIGN OVERVIEW

 COST
 ARCHITECTURAL
 STRUCTURAL SUPPORT

 THERMAL PERFORMANCE
 CONSTRUCTABILITY
 MOISTURE AND DURABILITY
 FIRE PROTECTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- While it used to be just to focus on the how to keep the cladding on the building, and then throw some batt insulation in the inside and call it a day. However there is increasing focus on the thermal performance of any exterior envelope system



ENERGY STANDARDS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whats driving this? Recognition in codes as to the impact of the envelope on building energy use



ENERGY STANDARDS

 Energy codes are driving increased 
performance from the envelope across 
North America

 Envelope R- and U-values becoming more 
stringent. More thermal bridging 
recognized

 Greater need to address thermal 
performance of envelope to meet project 
requirements (ie: energy model 
assumptions)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy codes in major jurisdictions are recognizing the impacts of conductive components that create thermal bridging through the envelope, and are requiring designs to address thermal bridging and provide greater thermal performance in order to meet compliance



EXTERIOR INSULATED ASSEMBLIES

 Market shift to exterior insulated 
assemblies and intermittent 
attachment systems with more and 
more on the exterior

 Support both more insulation and
cladding

 Better (or sometimes only option) 
for increased assembly thermal 
performance

 Additional benefits for moisture 
control, air tightness 

Where are we headed?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a realization that interior insulated assemblies can only get you so far. This has created a market shift where more and more exterior insulation is being used on the outside of the substrate. This requires the cladding attachment system to accommodate insulation AND cladding that is spaced further out from the building



Vertical Z-Girts Horizontal Z-Girts Mixed Z-Girts Intermittent Steel 
Clip 24”o.c.

Reff-10.3 
52% 

Effective 

Reff-12.2 
61% 

Effective

Reff-14.1 
71% 

Effective 

Reff-14.9 
75% 

Effective

4” of 
Mineral 
Wool 

(R-16.8)

TRADITIONAL GIRT VS CLIPS

R-19.8
No Thermal 

Bridging  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For interior insulated assemblies, carrying the cladding was fairly straight forward using continuous girts or hat tracks to create your rain screen, without much worry as the structural capabilities of continuous steel or aluminum girts are well known. Even if there was exterior insulation, often continuous girts would still be used but simply extended out farther. However, continuous girts create a lot of thermal bridging. So while they may meet the structural requirements, they may fail on thermal performance. As a result, things have shifted in how we attach cladding. Knowing that thermal bridging comes from conductive components cutting through the insulation, we need to reduce the amount of those components to improve the performance, ie clip systems. How do clip systems improve things? Well lets take a look at some very basic systems. Lets say we have a steel stud wall with 4” of mineral wool on the outside. This is about an R-20 wall with no thermal bridging. With vertical or horizontal girts, there is  a straight path for heat to flow through the insulation, its only 50-60% effective, so you get a 40-50% reduction in performance. That means you are wasting about half the value of your insulation.  As we move to less continuous metal, we see this reduction drops dramatically. This is even more pronounced when you start using metal clips with thermal breaks and non-conductive clips. 



CLIP SYSTEM THERMAL PERFORMANCE

ASHRAE 90.1 Zone 5 Residential

Steel Frame

Still have to meet 
structural AND 

thermal 
requirements

Traditional systems 
may not be able to 

do both

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of meeting project requirements, some systems may no longer make the grade. This graph shows what the effective assembly R-value will be for different amounts of exterior insulation. The light blue line shows what happens if you have completely continuous insulation (which is not really realistic). The rest are for the generic systems shown previously. If you want to meet zone 5, well you can forget about using continuous horizontal or vertical girts, they will never realistically meet the requirements. Its really only with a clip system where you can realistically meet these values. The same can likely be said about designs that use energy modelling. Exterior insulated with clips may be the only realistic way to create a wall that meets the requirements while minimizing the thickness of the wall. Remember, the more efficient the cladding attachment system, the less thickness of insulation you need in the system. 



IMPACTS ON DESIGN

 Leads to both synergies and 
competition between different 
aspects of the cladding design

 Iterative process

 May appear to add complications 
to pre-tender building design

 Does not have to if looked at 
holistically

Shift to Thermal Performance  COST
 ARCHITECTURAL
 STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
 THERMAL PERFORMANCE
 FIRE PROTECTION
 MOISTURE AND DURABILITY
 CONSTRUCTABILITY

 COST
 ARCHITECTURAL
 STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
 THERMAL PERFORMANCE
 FIRE PROTECTION
 MOISTURE AND DURABILITY
 CONSTRUCTABILITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this shift to improve thermal performance has had major implications with how cladding design is approached. This can lead to synergies with some design aspects, and competition with others. As such, the design will be an iterative process.. Will all these considerations, it may seem that selecting a cladding system can be a daunting task, or it needs to be fully engineered at very early stages of a project and reduce project flexibility. However, if viewed holistically, and focusing in on a few key design aspects, designers should be able to set the right design requirements, make fair comparisons between systems, and follow them straight through to the tender process and ensure they get the right system for their project. 



ISSUES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without also taking enough of the structural aspects into account along with thermal performance in a holistic fashion, we can run into numerous problems beyond just not meeting code, including cracking or buckling of the cladding itself.



ARCHITECTURAL

• STRUCTURAL LOADS AND CAPACITY
• CLADDING ATTACHMENT ORIENTATION
• THERMAL PERFORMANCE
• INSULATION OPTIONS AND THICKNESS
• WALL THICKNESS
• CONSTRUCTABILITY

Cladding Selection affects more 
than cost and aesthetics!

Medium
Heavy

Light

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to avoid these issues, lets start at the top. The selection of the cladding is very important as this governs everything else that comes after it which has cascading effects through the design. Obviously the heavier the cladding, the more is required structurally,. This will also be part of determining the deflection limits. Note the specific cladding may have specific requirements (such as anchor points or open joints) that will also impact how the cladding can be attached to the substrate. 



STRUCTURAL

• DESIGN WIND PRESSURE
• SEISMIC
• SUBSTRATE
• CLADDING TYPE

• DEAD LOAD
• DEFLECTION LIMITS

• INSULATION DEPTH
• THERMAL AND LIVE LOAD

MOVEMENT
• GOVERNING FACTORS

• CONNECTIONS
• RAILS
• BRACKET CAPACITY

Structural still Reigns for 
Rainscreens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obviously structural is still the foremost design aspect. The cladding NEEDS to stay on the wall! There are a tremendous amount of factors, many of which shown here on the side, that goes into ensuring the safety and durability of the design. Some of these aspects are a feature of the specific system, such as thermal movement and connections, however many are  based on design constraints set by the project itself



STRUCTURAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These design criteria are based on the site conditions and the cladding type., which is present irrespective of the cladding attachment system being considered, such as the site wind load, seismic considerations  and dead load from the cladding. This allows the major aspects of the structural design to be highlighted in specifications, for which any considered cladding attachment system would have to meet. 



Metal Brackets 
with Thermal 
Break Pads

Low 
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Fasteners 

Metal Brackets 
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Glazing Style 

Thermal Break

Low 
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Spacer with 

Fasteners 
Behind 

Insulation

TYPES OF CLADDING ATTACHMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does this means for clip systems. There are many types of clip systems out there on the market. Some have metal with thermal breaks, others are non-conductive spacers with through fasteners. Other employ a glazing style thermal break. Other are low conductivity with back fasteners. To accommodate different claddings and secondary (or tertiary)  supports outboard of the insulation, many system also have continuous rails (vertical or horizontal) that may also run outboard of the insulation, or penetrate into the insulation. 



CLIP SYSTEM SELECTION

 Onsite solutions can work, but may 
have a lot of unknowns 

 Numerous proprietary systems 
available, but how to choose the right 
one? Can be overwhelming from 
choice

 Cannot just select a system without 
reconciling structural and thermal 
performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now in choosing an attachment system, a designer or contractor may choose a DIY approach and come up with a simple clip system approach themselves, but there is a lot of risks and unknowns with that approach, especially with little experience doing so. Thankfully  there are a wide variety of  proprietary systems out there which can make things easier. With that in mind, selection of a cladding attachment system that is right for your project may seem overwhelming at first.You don’t want to choose a system, with a certain assumptions, like a specific insulation thickness for your project,  then carry out all the structural calculations at the shop drawing stage, only to find out that due to the spacing of the components the thermal performance doesn’t meet the project requirements,. This means youd have to un expectedly start adding thicker insulation to your wall pretty late in the game. Alternatively, you also don’t want to simply choose a system based solely on meeting the thermal performance, only to find out later that that particular configuration  doesn’t meet the structural requirements



CLIP SYSTEM SELECTION

 Manufacturers reports may contain 
thermal performance information by 
spacing

 May also include structural analysis

 Or, may provide a “standard” series of 
systems for specific loading conditions 
that are pre-engineered

 How do we compare cladding 
attachment systems appropriately?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What you want is to have a lot of up front information. There is actually a lot of information now out there in the industry on propriety and generic systems, either from manufacturers reports or industry guides. Often you can find thermal information for cladding attachment systems based on specific spacings. IN other cases, load charts may also be provided next to thermal charts that can be easily cross referenced, which can offer a great starting point. Now the question is, how do we compare systems to determine whats the best to use for your project? 



SYSTEM COMPARISON – CLIP TO CLIP

Insulation
Depth

Vertical 
Spacing

ALUMINUM BRACKET
AND GIRT

Fibreglass
Spacer with Steel 

Fasteners

4 inch
24” o.c. R-16.4 (82%) R-18.1 (91%)
48” o.c. R-17.9 (90%) R-19.1 (96%)

5 inch
24” o.c. R-19.2 (79%) R-21.3 (88%)
48” o.c. R-21.4 (88%) R-22.9 (94%)

6 inch
24” o.c. R-21.7 (76%) R-24.6 (86%)
48” o.c. R-24.6 (86%) R-26.6 (93%)

• ALUMINUM SYSTEM – 76 TO 90%
• FIBERGLASS SYSTEM – 87 TO 96%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets quickly look at two generic attachment systems, made of aluminum and another with fiberglass. When we look at the clips side by side at similar spacing, the clip to clip comparison shows that, while both and pretty efficient, the fiberglass with steel through fasteners outperforms at similar clip spacings. So would you choose one system over the other at this point?



 4” ,  R -16 .8  
Ex ter i o r  
I nsu lat i on
 Cl i ps/ sub-

g i r t s  at  
24”  o .c .

SYSTEM COMPARISON – CLIP TO CLIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So similarly, if we were to rank sevevral systems by how thermally efficient the clips are along at a specific clip spacing, we seem something like this. Which seems straightforward. 



Is looking at clips
at the same spacing 
really an appropriate 

comparison?

SYSTEM COMPARISON – CLIP TO CLIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But is that really the whole story?



SYSTEM COMPARISON - HOLISTIC

 MATERIAL CAPACITY

 PULL OUT STRENGTH OF FASTENERS

 CONNECTIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS

 DEAD LOADS

 WIND LOADS

 DEFLECTION LIMITS OF CLADDING

 INSULATION THICKNESS

What Impacts Component Spacing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The spacing of components can have a major impact on the thermal performance of the system. After more clips means more thermal bridging. So what parts of the design impact the spacing of the attachment components?



Less 
Structural 
Capacity

More 
Connections 

Per Area

More 
Thermal 
Bridging

SYSTEM COMPARISON - HOLISTIC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With all that factored in now, it may change how one system can be spaced compared to another. The further spacing that can be achieved, the better the thermal performance. That being said there may be other limitations, such as the cladding itself if it has specific connection requirements for the panel that constrain the spacing (even if its not required for structural). The point is, all of these project factors need to be taken into account if you want to have fair comparisons between attachment systems.  



• 4”, R-16.8 Exterior 
Insulation

• Lightweight 
cladding (5 psf)

• 40 psf Wind
• Components 

spaced for 
structural load

SYSTEM COMPARISON - HOLISTIC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When structural considerations are factored in, we can an entirely different picture of the comparative performance of systems. For a project, this has the potential to drastically change what systems may or may not work 



STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL VALUES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The good thing is that many systems have this information readily available to look at the structural and the thermal side by side. Some systems have analyzed a whole series of different loading conditions and constraints for various substrates. Knowing your project conditions you can get a maximum spacing, which can then be cross referenced to the thermal charts to see how much insulation is needed to meet the project thermal performance requirements. 



STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL VALUES
 Steel Stud Wall
 4 psf Cement Board Cladding
 Deflection L/240
 Site Wind Load 60 psf
 Thermal Target U-value = 0.064 BTU/hrft2oF (R-15.6) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how would this work? Lets do a quick example. Lets say we have a med weight cladding that’s about 4 psf that has a deflection limit of L/240. Maximum wind load on the site is 60 psf. From the energy model, the thermal performance of the envelope must be at least U-0.064 (or R-15.6). We can than take those project structural requirements and narrow down to the maximum spacing of the clips. For this system, its 38”o.c. vertically (since its steel studs, we know the horizontal spacing will be 16”o.c. typically).



STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL VALUES
 Thermal Target U-value = 0.064 BTU/hrft2oF (R-15.6) 
 Maximum 38”o.c. vertical spacing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the thermal charts, we can then narrow down how much insulation we need to meet the thermal requirements. We know we have a maximum spacing of 38”o.c., so the bottom row wont work. Based on the target U-value of 0.064, we can then eliminate the 2” and 3” of insulation as that’s not enough to meet it. We are left with 4” of insulation, where 24”o.c. spacing or 36”o.c. will work. If we want to optimize to reduce the amount of components in the system, we would aim for the 36”o.c.. System. If there are other constraints that may show up later, we at least know reducing the spacing to 24”o.c. will still meet the requirements. 



Cl ip calculators

STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL VALUES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other options can make it even easier and have put together online calculators based on their structural analysis. All the background supporting information on the analysis is usually available in a separate report, but the calculator can help streamline the process for designers and takes out some of the guess work as the most pertinent information is up front. There are various ways these calculators sort the information. You can enter the wind pressure and dead load of the cladding and it will show the spacing and thermal performance for different insulation thicknesses. Alternatively some may allow you to set the spacing or desired thermal performance and it may show the maximum wind or dead load combinations it can be used with. These clip calculators range from providing basic information all the way to full do it yourself project builders



FIRE PROTECTION AND COMBUSTIBILITY

• INSULATION TYPE
• MINERAL WOOL
• POLYISO

• CLADDING TYPE
• COMPONENTS

• METAL
• MINOR COMBUSTIBLE

• FIRE BLOCKING
• TESTING REQUIRED?

Requirements by 
Jurisdiction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some systems may have testing done or a code interpretation that can be used. Or metal bracket systems may simply remove the thermal break backers to satisfy local authorities. It may reduce some of the thermal performance, but may be the only way they can be approved. 



MOISTURE AND DURABILITY

• RAIN-SCREEN
• WIND WASHING
• MEMBRANES
• INSULATION RATIOS
• MINIMIZING MOISTURE

ACCUMULATION
• CORROSION PROTECTION

Design Parameters



CONSTRUCTABILITY

• EASE OF CONSTRUCTION
o SPEED OF INSTALLATION
o MEASUREMENTS AND ALIGNMENT

• ADJUSTABILITY – LOCATION AND TYPE
o SHIM
o OUTER GIRT

• NUMBER OF COMPONENTS AND FASTENERS
NEEDED
o MORE MATERIALS – MORE COST

Cost and Installation



• SITE OR ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRAINTS
• THICKER WALLS INEVITABLE
• SPLIT INSULATION
• HELP MAXIMIZE FLOOR AREA

WALL THICKNESS

How much is a thin wall worth?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With all this in mind, one final design aspect to consider is wall thickness. Essentially the thermal performance can be met by adding more and more insulation, but this may not be ideal for projects that may be constrained by site conditions, or floor space area for how thick the wall can be. In some cases, the efficiency of the clip system and spacing can really play a major impact. Since most insulations come in 0.5” or 1” increments, the thermal performance may exceed the project requirements just because of the available insulation.  While some clip system performance may be very comparable at the appropriate structural spacings, one may provide a slight edge in performance, allowing the insulation to be reduced down a ½” stepWith increasing thermal requirements, thicker walls are inevitable, but we can still help minimize the wall thickness by using efficient clip systems, and still taking advantage of the stud cavity even though its not as effective (but it has to be there anyway, so you might as well make the most of it). However, remember adding interior insulation will impact the moisture control and membrane placement. 



OPTIMIZATION

• LESS MATERIALS/WASTE
• FASTER CONSTRUCTION
• BETTER PERFORMANCE
• MORE COST EFFECTIVE

Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this in mind, this leads into the idea of design optimization. As initially stated there are may competing aspects within cladding design. Stronger structural supports usually means less thermal performance. That’s why taking the holistic approach can really help optimize the design, especially when there are several design constraints. As we saw with the example question, we could see there were several options, but we chose to go with a wider spacing in order to reduce the materials needed.  By optimizing the design approach, we can meet all our project requirements in the most efficient way possible, ultimately resulting in a most cost effective approach. Note this aspect of optimization of the cladding design should be integrated into the entire envelope design optimization. By working with the energy modeler to put the cladding performance next to the glazing performance and envelope detailing, everything can be adjusted together to make the most out of the overall envelope performance. 



PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

• BECOME FAMILIAR WITH DIFFERENT
ATTACHMENT SYSTEMS IN ORDER TO
PROVIDE REALISTIC VALUES

• CAN SET PROJECT STRUCTURAL, 
THERMAL AND WALL THICKNESS
REQUIREMENTS

• ENCOURAGE OPTIMIZATION BY TRADES
WHILE MEETING EXPECTATIONS

• LEVEL PLAYING FIELD BASED ON
CONSISTENT INFORMATION

Setting Project Expectations

Performance cut off

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this type of an approach, especially with thermal requirements becoming more stringent AND set by hard numbers, performance specifications may be the best way to convey all the appropriate expectations for systems. As designers, you would have to make sure that what is in the specs for combined thermal and structural performance are actually realistically achievable along with other constraints (like wall thickness) by available attachment systems. This means being familiar with the performance of systems out there, playing around with those clip calculators or reaching out and working with some manufacturers directly. But setting those realistic performance values, it then allows project flexibility for trades to come up with alternatives that may be more optimized, but it puts the onus on them to prove that the alternative can meet those project expectations. And then by having those performance values up front, it provides a level playing field for different attachment systems to be considered. 
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